
 

Brand Manager – Naturally Healthy Food Products 

The role:  

An exciting position for an experienced digitally native Brand Manager in the most dynamic environment in the world today. Our 

B2C activities started as a greenfield operation in 2017, building upon a basis that was built 25 years ago with a food ingredient 

trading business and some years ago a production facility or Omega-3. In the past 2 years, the group has launched 2 own food 

supplements brands and represents a number of 3rd party brands in the consumer health and / or naturally healthy food space in 

China.  

For our Naturally Healthy Food brands (3rd party brands) we are looking for an experienced brand manager to elevate the brands’ 

image, build awareness and increase consumer engagement, as well as touch base with our overseas partners, leverage existing 

product information and develop new / localized content for the Chinese market, relevant to our target audience on social media 

and retail (with focus on on-line). 

Our new colleague has a proven track record in (contributing to) building new brands in China, with experience / affinity with 

(healthy) food brands, understanding engagement and purchase drivers of Chinese consumers in the healthy food space. 

The brand manager is a team player, working closely with the brand’s Channel (TP) Manager and / or BD / Sales team, logistics and 

finance department, as well as working closely with one of the group’s (Chinese) owners. The brand manager reports to both the 

Alliance Sales and Marketing Director (interim role fulfilled from Holland) and the Chinese owner. 

Key Responsibilities:  

 Be the brand custodian, understanding, advocating and improving brand values, making sure that these values are 

communicated throughout different media and sales channel in the most consistent and appealing way;  

 Developing and executing the brand marketing plan, building brand awareness, growing social media followers, increasing 

engagement and driving visitors to our sales channels 

 Define, negotiate and manage marketing budget in collaboration with the Channel / Sales Manager(s), as well as  

collaborate with Leven’s production partner in the Netherlands for marketing co-investments. 

 Manage existing, building new social channels and wide presence on suitable and common media 

 Take pride in concepting and creating the right content (in copy, visuals and / or movies) to tell the brand’s story and to 

optimally engage followers, potential clients and existing customers;  

 Explore, develop and negotiate new business opportunities in brand portfolio additions (aligned with strategy as set forward 

by Alliance Sales and Marketing Director and management team; 

 Support on ANG Group Marketing and communications;  

 Initiates ideas for cost efficiency and cross functional synergies and opportunities; 

Core Requirements:  

 Bachelor’s or Master’s degree in Marketing or Arts;  

 5 years+ related working experiences with a successful track record in B2C online marketing and brand management, at least 

3 years in nutrition, food pharma or bio-science; 

 Experience as a (marketing agency) copywriter would be a preference; 

 Hands-on / pragmatical doer, creative mind, team player, entrepreneurial spirit. Do-it-yourself rather than outsourcing;  

 Ambitious, down to earth, multitasking, fluent in both English and Chinese Mandarin;   

 Excellent communication and social skills, enabling the candidate to flourish in our bi-cultural organization; 

 Personal skills: decisive, result driven, well organized, convincing, pragmatic, flexible and persistent. 



 

How the role fits in the organization: 

 The Brand Manager Consumer Health reports to Sales and Marketing Director (and temporarily to the Group’s Chinese owner 

and MD) 

 The Brand Manager Consumer Health may develop and lead a team of colleague brand managers in the (near) future.  

 The Brand Manager Consumer Health will possibly also manage 2 other brands, where the main focus (60%) is on Leven 

Probiotics 

Working Location: Shanghai China                                                                           

Salary: Competitive 


